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The Argument in Japanese People
―Be Based on Analysis of ‘The Gentle 12’―
FUKAYA, Hideki
Abstract
　This paper describes the present condition of the argument in Japan.
　Japanese people are said to be poor at an argument. Then, although the trial which educates the method of 
an argument in school has started, that the effect appears takes long time. Therefore, we have to consider the 
method of the argument united with the present condition for a while. For that purpose, it is necessary to get to 
know the present condition of the argument in Japan. 
　I took up the movie ‘The gentle 12’, as a subject matter. It was made as an hommage of ‘12 angry men’. The 
story develops on this movie, assuming that Japan has a jury system. 12 Japanese argue about a certain murder 
case.
　There are a person good at the talk and some people poor at the talk. However, the person good at the talk is 
not necessarily having the always right discussion. Moreover, the person poor at the talk may also have a useful 
opinion. It is important to make the environment where everyone can express an opinion, regardless of the 
skillful lower part of the talk. For that purpose, it is required to have a posture which hears people’s talk exactly. 
Moreover, the posture in which it is going to reach a compromise easily is not desirable. 
　Thus, the movie teaches us the hint for arguing ideally. 
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